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How Web Banner Designers Work: The Role of Internal Dialogues, Self-Evaluations, and Implicit Communication Theories

In-depth interviews with web banner designers, combined with retrospective protocols, reveal implicit theories of the communication process that they apply during their creation process. These theories take the form of reactions of imaginary audiences with whom web banner designers engage in imaginary dialogues. The dialogues reveal the evaluation standards held by internet users, advertisers, and different colleagues. 

Creative communication designers work with little or no support from formal theories of communication, but Kover (1995) shows that copywriters nevertheless share implicit theories about the functioning of communication that lack a scientific foundation but that people use to explain reality. They are implicit because the people who hold them are not necessarily aware of them and often cannot express them in a precise way (Furnham, 1990; Schneider, 1973). Kover elicits implicit theories through open interviews with copywriters and shows that the theories operate within the context of an internal dialogue between the creative person and an imaginary communication recipient, during which the creator tests potential messages on the virtual audience and refines them on the basis of the imaginary feedback obtained. This process continues iteratively until the designer achieves an emotional agreement. Whereas Kover’s study is based on interviews with copywriters from traditional advertising agencies, we consider the extent to which his findings might apply to the production process of another group of communication professionals: creators of web banners.

Several reasons exist to doubt the applicability of Kover’s (1995) findings to web banner designers. At a theoretical level, the notion of implicit theories stems from Moscovici’s (1984) work on the social interpretations shared by a group, but such representations may not yet exist in the web designer world for two reasons. First, the business is young and may not have a strongly developed culture or set of processes to help newcomers assimilate. Second, web banner designers are a very heterogeneous group, including computer experts, graphic designers, traditional advertising creative personnel, and so forth. At a more practical level, designing web banners involves different cognitive processes than those associated with copywriting, as well as different sensory-motor actions, because it occurs on the computer and therefore may depend more on trial-and-error cycles than copywriting does.

In addition to examining whether implicit theories and internal dialogues are part of the web banner creation process, we examine how these two elements integrate in the actual creative process. Recent work (El-Murad and West, 2004; Lonergan, Scott, and Mumford, 2004; Mumford, 2003) outlines the steps of the creative process, which may or may not map onto Kover’s (1995) internal dialogue idea. Does a creative process correspond to one long dialogue or a series of short ones with interruptions? Is the dialogue with one imaginary viewer or several?

Our project therefore has clear implications for different types of practitioners. Manuals about web advertising (e.g., Adams, 2003; Zeff and Aronson, 1999) discuss the results of the creative process, but rarely the process itself. In a professional context, most designers remain secretive about their working methods, so web banner creators may find that our work stimulates their own productivity, because they can discover how their colleagues work and reflect on their own work.
processes. Our study also could help advertising executives and even advertisers develop better working relationships with creative personnel through a better understanding of work methods and the mental models they hold of their own work.

In the next section, we provide an overview of recent frameworks describing the operation of creative processes in advertising. Subsequently, we describe the methodology of our study. The results appear in three different sections: In the first section, we show that Kover’s (1995) implicit theories apply to web banner creation and that internal dialogues take place during the different phases of the creative process. In the next two sections, we present the key differences between our results and previous work by describing how our informants engage in dialogues with not one but five imaginary people and showing that idea evaluations, which typically appear in theories of creativity as the end phase of the creative process, actually exist during each of the creative steps.

CREATIVE PROCESSES IN THE PRODUCTION OF ADVERTISING

Prior research on creative thinking agrees that it involves some form of problem solving through generating novel and pertinent insights (Sternberg and Lubart, 1991) and proposes several models of creativity, often based on similar ideas, but that use different terminology (see Johar, Holbrook, and Stern, 2001; Mumford, 2003). In their review of the trends in creative research in an advertising context, El-Murad and West (2004) distinguish three primary theories. According to Kris’s (1952) primary process cognition, a person switches between two types of processes: dreaming in a quasi-hypnotic state and reasoning in an abstract and logical way. Creative people switch easily between the two processes, using the first to discover new combinations of mental elements and the second to elaborate these newly discovered combinations. The theory of associative hierarchies (Mednick, 1962) pertains to people’s abilities to make associations between previously unrelated facts; highly creative people make more such associations by using analogical transfer mechanisms. Finally, Mendelsohn’s (1976) defocused attention theory takes as criteria the number of elements a person can keep in mind at one time, because more available elements allow for more original combinations, whereas focused attention makes fewer elements available.

The creative process itself also consists of different steps, though most authors refer to Wallas’s (1926) four stages. The preparation stage consists of a series of preliminary analyses to solve a problem, followed by incubation, or a temporary withdrawal to let the project “stew.” In the illumination stage, the person achieves a sudden insight, then examines it in the verification and evaluation stage. This last stage has received relatively little attention in the literature compared with creation stages.

Kover (1995, p. 599) observes that copywriters perceive the advertising communication process as consisting of two steps: “(1) breaking through to attract interest, and (2) delivering a message.” Their engagement in internal dialogues helps them develop and mentally test messages that move the audience through these two steps. However, it is not clear how the processes that Kover describes fit with existing models of the creative process.

METHODOLOGY

Our objective is to gain an understanding of (1) the implicit representations and theories that web banner designers hold regarding the communication process in banner advertising and (2) the cognitive processes involved in web banner creation and how they fit into existing theories about creative production. Because our objective has an exploratory nature, we undertake a qualitative research approach; Russ (2003) recommends this approach in particular for examining creative processes.

Data collection

We interviewed 31 French web banner designers for approximately an hour and a half each, using a face-to-face, semi-direct format with open-ended questions. The interviewer asked opening questions and helped informants develop a clear representation of their ideas in depth through reformulations, relaunched questions, listening signals, the use of silence, and so forth. We combine this type of interview with retrospective protocols on the creation process (Reis and Gable, 2000), during which designers demonstrated their creations on a computer screen and explained step-by-step how they had developed them by thinking out loud. We used an interview guide inspired by Kover (1995) for the first five interviews, then complemented it to include coverage of the creative process (see the Appendix).

For our sample selection (see Table 1), we attempted to maximize the diversity of informant profiles in terms of work environment (advertising agency, internet-oriented agency, freelance), size of the organization (small, average, large), geographical location (Paris area, provinces), level of education (self-taught, higher education in computer graphics, advertising), and age. The hermeneutic perspective we use for the analysis zooms in on commonalities in responses across respondents, not their differences (see Young, 2000).

Interpretation

Through our analysis, we attempt to identify shared views about the creative
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To draw the attention of net surfers

Informant Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company type</th>
<th>Advertising/communication agency: 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web agency:</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic design:</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other:</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td>Paris region: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provinces:</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company organization/size</td>
<td>Freelance: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than 10 employees: 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More than 20 employees: 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informant background</td>
<td>Web design: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphic computer design: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computer systems: 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional advertising: 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional graphical design: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other: 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

process. After we filtered out irrelevant information, two coders independently analyzed the interview transcripts (1,203 responses, reactions, and remarks by the respondents 56,780 words) using the content analysis (Spiggle, 1994). After a first reading of all the transcripts, the coders assigned the text data to mutually exclusive categories that represent themes and subthemes, according to the methodology proposed by Weber (1990). We evaluate, on the one hand, the relative importance of each theme and subtheme compared with the entire corpus and, on the other hand, the importance of each subtheme compared with the topic to which it is attached. Intercoder agreement regarding themes is 85 percent, and disagreements were resolved after discussion. We achieved the saturation point (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) for the analysis at the 25th interview. From the 26th interview onward, we uncovered no new information.

IMPLICIT THEORIES

A specific characteristic of web banners, compared with standard advertisements, is their drive to generate clickthroughs to the website of the advertised brand (Chandon, Chtourou, and Fortin, 2003). Although their communication objectives differ from those of copywriters, web banner designers nevertheless maintain an implicit theory about the communication process that includes the same two steps discovered by Kover (1995) for traditional advertising; namely, they distinguish the challenges of drawing attention from those of delivering the message. Similar to advertising copywriters, banner designers represent their audience as individual persons with whom they engage in a dialogue.

To draw the attention of net surfers (first stage), designers rely on a mix of visual (animation, flickering, alternating moving and motionless elements, contrasts in colors, forms, and type) and semantic techniques (Kover, 1995). The communication rules that designers refer to seem to have a universal character, in that they apply in all situations and for all audiences and products (e.g., “flickering attracts the viewer’s attention”).

Some designers try to shock net surfers to get their attention, such as with a specific graphic atmosphere or the use of codes that are out of touch with the semantic universe of the product, but most use traditional approaches (originality, playfulness, teasing) to generate trust and signal to the receiver that visiting the advertiser’s website will not be a waste of time. Their objective also often centers on generating positive emotions to make the receiver more open to the message itself. One informant expressed this very idea:

I make highly interactive banners with a message that changes when the viewer uses the mouse to move the cursor on the banner. Letting the user play makes him eager to know more about the brand behind the banner.

Once the imaginary recipient has allotted attention to the message, the designer tries to make him or her understand the content (second stage). To cause the viewer to progress through this stage successfully, the message must be simple on a formal level (e.g., appropriate typography, such as Arial font) and explicit on the semantic level (coherence between text and image). Despite the significant amounts of iconicity of advertising on the internet, according to our informants, consumer understanding occurs primarily because of the text:
The communication rules that designers refer to seem to have a universal character, in that they apply in all situations and for all audiences and products.

Because of the long download time, we cannot make beautiful commercials for the internet yet. The images in banners remain rather basic. It is therefore the text that communicates the message.

Once they understand the message, internet users move to the third stage, according to our informants: memorization of the message. To facilitate memorization, designers emphasize the key elements of the message (e.g., colors that are easily remembered, visual shifts, funny images). These elements get repeated in both the same and different banner advertisements, but there seems to be a threshold of maximum repetition that must not be crossed to avoid obstructing the viewer's surfing or psychological rejection of the brand.

Web banner designers are either more optimistic or more pessimistic about the impact of their work than were Kover’s (1995) copywriters. Most of our informants think the internet has at least as much, if not more, influence than traditional advertising media (e.g., television, radio, press) because of its capacity to individualize communication and establish a privileged relationship with recipients by adapting messages to their psychological and demographic profiles:

Communication takes place in a more intimate setting than with other media. The individual is alone in front of the computer screen that stands physically close to him. This is the perfect medium for customer relationship management.

They also perceive the internet as a faster, more interactive, and richer multisensory medium than traditional media:

The advertiser often thinks that a web surfer is a passive viewer. That’s an error: because this person participates physically, thinks continuously before moving the mouse around. Watching, listening, feeling, the posture before the screen, they all make the internet a multisensory medium.

These designers sometimes appear to have an exaggerated opinion of the power of their creations, because they ignore other factors that determine banner success (e.g., product positioning, attractiveness of the offer, media plan). Thanks to the “feedback” that the internet allows (number of clicks, sales, site traffic), the designer can quickly assess the quality of the banner advertisements he or she created and modify them accordingly.

Some designers, however, consider web banners’ influence weak. According to them, because the internet surfer is cognitively more “active” than recipients of traditional media, he or she also has greater ability to circumvent advertising. This avoidance stimulates the use of more intrusive forms of web advertising (e.g., pop-ups) that are considered potentially harmful for the advertiser, because they obstruct the web navigation and thereby cause net surfers to seek consciously to avoid them. In addition, as the recipient gets more experienced, he or she becomes accustomed to banner advertising, whose impact thus decreases.

MULTIPLE DIALOGUES

Our analysis of the interviews shows that, similar to copywriters, web banner designers “hear” intrapsychic voices and dialogue with them in working memory. Informants spontaneously mentioned the existence of these voices, not as a result of suggestive questioning by the interviewers. All their imaginary interaction processes follow the direction of a voice that represents the designer’s ego during creation. According to Kover (1995), when a copywriter’s ego interacts intrapsychically with “internalized others,” a “psychic dissociation,” if not a “creative trance,” ensues. Our results corroborate Kover’s description of an internal dialogue as coming close to “madness” or “automatic writing.”

However, in contrast with Kover (1995), who refers to only one other actor (i.e., “an internalized target person,” p. 601), the intrapsychic voices mentioned by our informants represent five distinct actors (in addition to the designer):

"I am in another world. I do not feel time passing and do not know where I am. The advertiser, the web surfer, and one or two colleagues join me in this world. I feel completely disconnected. We have a question-answer session. On this basis, I can create banners very quickly. I close my eyes and see how the banner takes shape all by itself, as a result of the responses."

"I try to see what each person would say; I check with each of them in turn."

The first voice the designer hears is that of a recipient surfing the internet who reacts to the message being created. If the designer knows the advertised product well, he or she becomes the referent. The designer then dissociates him- or herself into two separate entities and dialogues with the other self, who plays the role of...
Web banner designers “hear” intrapsychic voices and dialogue with them in working memory.

a typical recipient of the web banner advertisement. When he or she knows little about the product, the designer creates a recipient using mental representations of a typical person. This dissociation also appears in Kover’s (1995, p. 601) work. According to our respondents, this first voice might
tell me something like “this banner is interesting because it is the first time I see one like that,” [then] I immediately check with the advertiser to have his opinion.

The second voice is that of the advertiser. The designer imagines what the advertiser would say about the designed banner advertisements on the basis of information received during briefings, the objectives of the campaign, and his or her knowledge of competitive banner advertising activity:

Suddenly, I hear the advertiser shouting that I am a no-good, that I do not understand what he wants. The web surfer [says] that the advertiser does not know what he is talking about and that he finds him funny.

The ego of the people interviewed also interacts with two imaginary colleagues. Kover, James, and Sonner (1997) demonstrate that professional colleagues serve as an important target audience for creative people; we confirm this role and show that colleagues are present in designers’ minds during the creation process itself. The opinions of these two imaginary fellow members get mentally created from continuous monitoring of internet advertising.

The first colleague incarnates an excellent banner advertising designer who represents the standards and practices in the profession. Interaction with this fellow member of the design community provides an evaluation of the value of the choice options in the design:

My pal will say that this is just junk.

The second colleague knows all the latest fashions and recent trends in the field of advertising creation on the internet:

You are a real “has been” with this banner.

Finally, the fifth voice represents the aspirational self-image of the designer that he or she hopes others will hold about him or her and that will give him or her a unique position in the world of banner designers:

I want to leave my mark on each on my creations. In my mind I try to establish a compromise between what the advertiser has told me and my personal creative style; whenever possible, I try to make advertisements that are light, nice, or humorous.

Kover (1995, p. 602) describes how the dialogue “stops when the copywriter connects with the other, when the other and the copywriter communicate and the communication strikes an appropriate emotional cord in both,” in which case, the tension of that dialogue is relieved. Our informants also feel the need to connect with several others and try to get positive reactions from all, which implies that compromises must be made and that tension usually remains, even if the best possible solution has been found:

It is rare that all those whom I imagine agree. But I have to make sure that at least three or four are not too frustrated.

THE CREATIVE PROCESS
How banner designers work
Banner designers perceive little difference between designs created by experience or by intuition. The process of self-observation that they spontaneously establish when engaging in their job does not involve verbalizing the rules, nor does it explain any processes in detail. Therefore, part of these processes likely is based on automatic, procedural know-how and created unconsciously, effortlessly, and without intentional control (Kirsner et al., 1998). Through repetition and intensive use, heuristics and procedures become automatic creation “practices” that are difficult to verbalize. However, designers do not deprecate their ignorance of their own reasoning; on the contrary, they regard it as valuable, a kind of artistic genius and talent:

Once I know the objectives I have to reach, things develop all by themselves in my head; I am unable to tell you how I do it; that’s probably what we call “genius.”

This talent is appreciated much more than scientific or academic knowledge. The results of the content analysis even show a certain depreciation of clearly thought-out acts of creativity, in favor of intuitive acts based on a kind of creative illumination and synonymous with artistic talent:

What you learn in school are just the basics and the errors to avoid. You cannot acquire talent in school. It is about intuition. You are born with it or not.

At the same time, some stages of the creative processes seem more active and deliberate than the literature on creativity
Through repetition and intensive use, heuristics and procedures become automatic creation “practices” that are difficult to verbalize.

might suggest. Our informants use a range of well-developed techniques to search for an original association or develop one on the basis of preselected elements. In addition, they deliberately drop projects for some period of time, during which they search for exposure to other media (e.g., television, CD-ROMs) to “discover” analogies:

I look a lot at program sponsoring on television because these messages are similar to ours.

During or immediately after the intrapsychic verbal interactions, the designers enter a materialization phase in which they generate ideas through a very quick cognitive or sensory-motor process. Some designers see their creation first in mental imagery, whereas others prefer to put it down immediately, with paper and pencil or directly on the computer. Once visualized or graphically realized, the creators move to evaluate the resulting production.

Continuous evaluations

Our content analysis shows that a designer uses evaluation criteria based on five factors: (1) implicit theories about influence over the internet surfer, (2) the designer’s perceptions of his or her personal creation style, (3) the knowledge he or she has acquired during previous creations that succeeded or failed, (4) current advertising trends and recent messages created by others, and (5) the perceived expectations of the advertiser. The correspondence between these factors and the internal voices we detailed in the previous section seems obvious. Implicit theories about the reactions of different partners during the imaginary dialogues intertwine with these evaluation criteria, and some dialogue partners clearly embody the criteria.

Contrary to the majority of academic work on the process of creativity, we find that the assessment process does not take place only at the end of the creative act. Instead, the designer self-evaluates his or her message as it takes form, so even very early in the process, the constructed evaluation standards serve as guides (in a positive sense as well) throughout the process. In addition, the evaluation standards are not binary (acceptable versus unacceptable), but rather form a latitude or spectrum of acceptance. A designer imagines what, in reference to Weber (1949), might be called an “ideal-typical banner ad,” and when the creation comes close enough to this ideal type, the designer agrees to stop the design process. The standards thus represent benchmarks, but provide arguments and support during the final presentation to the client. This practice can be considered similar to an anticipatory move in the subtle games copywriters play to keep control of their creative work (Kover and Goldberg, 1995). For example, as our respondents acknowledge:

From the first brief of the client onwards, I try to determine what the criteria are on which no compromises can be made: for instance that the brand name has to be very visible. But I also look out for criteria that seem less stringent and on which I can make the client change his mind. . . . Next, during the creation process itself, I check systematically if my banner corresponds to these criteria.

During the brief I identify already the arguments that I will eventually use to “sell” the banner that I have not even created yet. Of course, the brief orientates my creative work, but it also helps to develop my final arguments and to prepare questions to the objections that will be made.

If the evaluation standards are not explicit, the designer imagines them using his or her preliminary experience and representations of the target audience.

During the creative process, the designer also systematically evaluates the aesthetic aspect of the message. Our informants insist that this assessment must be fast, not intellectualized or elaborated; that is, the message must have immediate appeal. When a concept receives a negative evaluation, it might be abandoned or improved during a new round, usually by invoking implicit communication theories (“my message does not attract attention; I need to use an attention grabbing trick”). When it receives a positive evaluation, it gets developed in further detail.

The process of creating the message often ends when the message meets the acceptance criteria of the advertiser, such as the designer imagines them. Therefore, when the designer’s imagined voices do not agree, the advertiser’s voice dominates and has the last word. The voice of the advertiser therefore enables designers to limit or even erase cognitive dissonance that could cause stress and prevent them from leaving the process of psychic dissociation, which they need to do to generate ideas. Therefore, the concept of “satisficing” (Simon, 1960) applies to web
The assessment process does not take place only at the end of the creative act. Instead, the designer self-evaluates his or her message as it takes form.

banner production and specifically to the decision-making process involved with stopping the creation process. The copywriter or designer does not systematically seek to create the most influential messages, but rather to create messages whose justification will be accepted by the client. This justification is based on the aesthetic and semiotic techniques that will help the banner advertisement meet its objectives:

Of course, I do all I can to create a banner that generates clickthroughs, but advertising is not a hard science. I am happy when the client is happy.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Despite the growing penetration of broadband internet access that allows for increasingly rich banners, advertising on the internet still consists of relatively simple messages. In addition, internet advertisers often pay more attention to the general format of a banner and media plan than to message creativity, with the goal of getting a high clickthrough rate. We show that the designers of these banners nevertheless take the same mental approach to their creative activity as do advertising copywriters for traditional media, and they appear as personally involved as copywriters (e.g., concerns about self-presentation).

Overall, we replicate Kover's (1995) findings about the existence of implicit theories of communication and the use of internal dialogues with an imaginary audience to enhance message acceptance. The implicit theories elicited from banner designers roughly correspond with those diagnosed by Kover: attract interest and attention and then deliver the message. Some elements are, of course, specific to the internet medium, so for example, acceptance means a clickthrough. We also find elements, like memorization of the message, that Kover does not describe, but that may be relevant for traditional advertising as well. In general, we diagnose mental representations with more dimensions than those described by Kover (1995), and though some additional dimensions may be linked to the specificities of internet advertising, others may be due to the more advanced set of questions we use.

Unlike Kover (1995), we observe multiple dialogues with different imaginary audiences: the internet user, the advertiser, two imaginary colleagues, and the aspirational alter-ego of the designer. In addition, we show how the use of intrapsychic dialogues and implicit theories fit into the overall creative process, as described in existing theories about creativity. A third, more practical difference from Kover's work is our finding that banner designers seem much more concerned than copywriters about the advertiser's evaluation. In our context, the most significant other in the internal dialogues is the advertiser, and getting approval is much more important than it was for copywriters (Kover and Goldberg, 1995), possibly because most banner designers meet their clients personally. In contrast, copywriters rarely interact directly with the advertiser, but rather rely on an account executive to serve as an intermediary. Most banner designers also must personally present and defend their work to the client. Finally and possibly because we find the involvement of five different audiences, unlike Kover's respondents, our informants talk about the compromises they have to make.

We also add two important insights to theories on creative processes. First, evaluations are not restricted to the end phase of the process, but occur throughout. Very early in the creative process, banner designers consider the possible reactions of their imaginary audiences and develop a rationale to get their creative ideas accepted. These simulated reactions, based on a set of evaluation criteria developed early in the design process, often in the form of an ideal-type banner, seem to stimulate creativity and the search for new ideas. Second, banner designers seem more active and deliberate in their search for associations and analogies than creativity theories would suggest. Overall, internal dialogues and evaluations of ideas about and incremental versions of the banners intertwine completely, and the evaluation standards are inseparable from the different imaginary audiences, because each member of a target audience embodies a set of evaluation criteria (Courbet and Fourquet-Courbet, 2005).

We also recognize possible limitations of our study. For example, we interview French banner designers, and though advertising as a business is global, advertising cultures have national dimensions. French advertising, for instance, often aims to entertain the audience with symbolism, humor, and drama (Zandpour, Chang, and Catalano, 1992), whereas American advertising usually focuses on databased arguments about product benefits. Because they try to obtain different types of audience impacts, creative designers from different cultures may operate differently. But it is
HOW WEB BANNER DESIGNERS WORK

also possible that our findings may transfer to other cultures, because our study describes how implicit theories about communication operate in the form of imaginary dialogues that reveal how idealized others react to incrementally developed messages. Creative persons in different cultures certainly may follow a process with the same structure and form, even if the content of the dialogues and the respective importance of the different partners differ. Examining cultural differences would, in any case, be an interesting topic for further research.

Although banner designers resist formal models and theories of their working methods, our study may help them take a step back and reflect on their personal habits and practice to move their work to a superior level. Most work in isolation and remain rather secretive about their working methods; some may not even realize that there is a method to their work. Understanding how designers work also may help advertisers and account executives develop more productive relationships with them. Finally, we hope this study will be used for the education and training of those involved in communication. Our most surprising result is probably the finding that there exists a creative process for generating convincing messages that is independent of the medium and type of message. That is, banner designers are not that different from creative writers in a traditional advertising world.
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APPENDIX
Interview Guide

1. Introduction to internet advertising
What are the specificities of internet and banner advertising, compared with advertising in other media? Do the strategic objectives differ? What are the strategies for media planning? What are the links with message creation?

2. Effects on the receiver
What is the profile of the average internet user? Why do they surf the internet? How do they react to banners? How is that different from reactions to advertising in other media? What goes on in the mind of the internet user when he or she encounters internet banners? How does advertising on the internet influence its audience? If you forget about what is typically told to advertisers, what do you think are the real effects of internet advertising for products or brands? Up to what point can the client's objectives be met?

3. Message creation on the internet in general
What are, according to you, the basics of message creation for the internet? What is a good banner? What is a poor banner? Why? For the client, what is a good and what is a poor banner? How do you know? For the internet user, what is a good and what is a poor banner? How do you know? What characterizes a good banner designer?

4. Creations of the informant
Overall, what do you try to accomplish? Do you have a creative philosophy you follow? General rules in the way you work? Recurring practices? A personal style? Can you explain this in more detail? How do you think about the internet user? What reactions do you try to obtain? How do you reach this goal?

[At the computer screen, the designer shows some of his or her work.]

Can you show me some banners you have created and explain them to me? [Wait for spontaneous explanations; if none given, continue questioning.] What is the objective of this banner? How did you adapt your creation and the different elements of the message to the communication objectives of the advertiser? What do you think goes on in the internet user’s mind from the moment he or she visits the webpage with your banner until the effect that you aim at is obtained? Can you analyze each of the elements of your banner, explain the objective of each, and its effect on the internet user? [If necessary, repeat question about objectives and how they relate to visuals, words, links between text and image, animation, movements, color, shapes, typography, hypertext links, light, interactivity, organization of different elements, etc.]

5. Protocol: The creation process
Try to remember the moment you created this banner and put yourself back into that moment. Explain in detail, step by step, how you designed it. You can close your eyes if necessary.

What are the strong and weak points of the banner? Why? How did you "sell" the banner to the advertiser? Which arguments did you develop? How did the advertiser react?

6. The creation process usually followed
What is the information that you have in mind right before you start the creation process? Where does this information come from? What do you try to do? Why? Who is the banner aimed at? Who will evaluate it? Do you think about anyone else? When you are creating, what is your way of working? The different steps? How long do they take? Where do the ideas come from? What do you say to yourself during the creation process itself? Tell me in detail. When you feel unable to create a banner or find a solution to a problem you encounter, what do you do? Why?

7. Protocol: A new creation by the informant
I would like you to create a banner now. Tell me out loud what you think and what you say to yourself during the process. Do not censure yourself, but also do not add anything that you did not really think or say to yourself. Take your time for this. You can use any material that you usually use.

Are there cases where you say different things? When is that? Why?

8. Evaluating the banner created
When do you start seeing if your banner is a good (or poor) one? How exactly do you make this evaluation? What do you look at? Why? What do you say to yourself at that moment? What do you do then? How do you know if the banner will be accepted by your client? How do you know what impact the banner will have on the internet user? In general, what is the interest of designing good banners? Why?

9. Relationship with the advertiser
During the first briefing that you receive from the advertiser, what is it you try to know and what information do you receive? How do you present your banners to clients? How do you develop your arguments for the presentation? What are the points you insist on? What do you not talk about? What goes on in your mind at that moment?